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An archaeological excavation site at the northern foot of Mt. Vesuvius in Italy provided a

three-dimensional outcrop with a height of m to study its volcanic succession. Through a stra-

tigraphical study of sediments and chemical analyses of juvenile materials, the timing and the

sequence of the burial processes of the villa, which is attributed to Emperor Augustus, have been

revealed. The sediments filling the villa can be divided into five stratigraphical units (Group ,

Group , Group A, Group B, and Group C) by the presence of soil. The lowermost unit (Group )

directly covering the partially collapsed Roman building includes air-fall deposits, surge deposit,

and epiclastic flow deposits. One of charcoals found in this unit give an age of yBP, and the

juvenile scoria have the same compositional range as ejecta of the AD Sub-plinian eruption, and

di er from ejecta of major eruptions. The next three units (Group , Group A, and Group B) include

thick epiclastic flow deposits interbedding air-fall deposits. The uppermost unit (Group C) consists

of alternating scoria and ash-fall layers and an overlying ash-fall layer. The petrographical features

and the composition of juvenile materials coincide with those of the AD Sub-plinian eruption.

From these geological and geochemical features, the burial process of the Roman villa is described

as follows. When the AD eruption started, the villa had partially collapsed. This damaged

building was mantled by an air-fall deposit a few tens of centimeters thick. The remaining building

was soon struck by several phases of lahars, and was buried up to a height of m. The villa

experienced at least five eruptions, and their ejecta and subsequent lahars buried the building

further. The last eruption, which completely buried the villa, was the AD eruption. This

reconstructed scenario suggests lahars generated just after the eruptions were major agents in the

burial of the Roman villa.

: Vesuvius, volcanoes, burial process, excavation site, Roman villa

ganized to extensively re-excavate the site. As mem-

A luxurious Roman villa was found under thick bers of the team, we have been working to under-

volcanic materials in Somma Vesuviana, at the stand the burial processes and the age of the villa

northern foot of Mt. Somma-Vesuvius, Italy (Fig. ) based on geological and geochemical methods. Pre-

during excavation in the s, and was thought to liminary results have been reported by Kaneko

belong to the first Roman emperor Augustus. In ( ). They concluded that the first eruption, which

, a Japanese-Italian joint archeological team with buried the villa, was the AD eruption, based on a

members from various academic disciplines was or- combination of carbon- ages and chemical analyses

Kenji Niihori *, Masashi Nagai , Takayuki Kaneko , Toshitsugu Fujii , Setsuya Nakada ,

Mitsuhiro Yoshimoto , Atsushi Yasuda and Masanori Aoyagi

et al.
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Detailed Stratigraphical and Geological Characteris-

tics of Volcanic and Epiclastic Deposits Burying a Ro-

man Villa on the Northern Flank of Mt. Vesuvius (Italy)
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Fig. . (a) Location map of Mt. Somma-Vesuvius Volcano and (b) the sites of the Roman villa

at Somma Vesuviana. (c) Photograph of excavation site from the west (taken in ). (d)

Photograph of excavation site from the north (This photograph was taken in ). A variety

of archaeological architectures at the site are shown. They are the eastern wall of this

building, pillars, columns, and the south gate. Plane view with architectural structures is

shown in Fig. . (e) Photograph of timpano (tympanum) of the south gate. (f) Photograph of

apsis fixed to the south wall of a small chamber named Vano . (g) Photograph of the eastern

wall of Vano with a niche. (h) Photograph of Vano from the southeast.

of juvenile materials obtained during the and Enlargements of the excavation site in and

excavations. Moreover, they roughly divided gave us significant opportunities to investigate

the deposits covering this villa into three groups the detailed stratigraphy and lithofacies of the de-

from depositional hiatus and lithological di erences. posits. In particular, progressive excavation with
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contemporary geological observations allowed us to deposits at the excavation site, and clearly stated

understand the spatial distributions of the deposits, that the Roman villa was buried by volcaniclastic

as well as the relationships between their sedimen- deposits of the AD and later eruptions. There-

tary structure and the archeological building. As a fore, we describe here deposits extending the nota-

result, we recognized some air-fall deposits, which tion of Kaneko ( ), and discuss the burial

had not been reported by Kaneko ( ). They process of the Roman villa. To eliminate any confu-

might be a useful temporal marker to determine the sion, we do not mention the descriptions of Perrotta

burial age because of their characteristic of spread- ( a) and Perrotta ( b) in the text ;

ing over a wide area in a very short time. Recently, however, a corresponding table of stratigraphic nota-

several research groups in Italy have published the tions comparing our findings and those of Perrotta

results of their intensive geological and geochemical ( b) is given in an appendix.

surveys on the AD and post-AD eruptions

(Rosi and Santacroce, ; Arrighi ; Mas-

trolorenzo ; Principe ; Rolandi Mt. Somma-Vesuvius, situated east of Naples, is

; Sulpizio ; *Perrotta a ; a composite volcanic system comprising the Vesu-

Perrotta b). They show the detailed stra- vius main cone ( m a.s.l.), which grew after the

tigraphy and the distribution of each eruptive de- famous AD Pompeii eruption, and the pre-existing

posit around the volcanic edifice, which provide the Mt. Somma ( m a.s.l.) caldera (Cioni ).

entire eruptive history of Mt. Somma-Vesuvius since The Mt. Somma caldera was formed by four collapse

the AD eruption. Comparing this information events (Cioni ). The first collapse occurred

with a detailed geological and geochemical data set during the Pomici di Base Plinian eruption ( , y.

at the excavation site, we can reconstruct how the B.P.). Following this eruption, caldera collapses oc-

villa was buried corresponding to volcanic activity. curred during three Plinian eruptions named Mer-

In this paper, we provide detailed stratigraphy cato ( , y.B.P.), Avellino ( , y.B.P.), and Pompeii

and sedimentary structure, including relations with (AD ). After the AD event, the Mt. Somma calde-

the building, using geological information obtained ra had a quasi-elliptical shape with a km-long, east-

from new trenches dug during the and west major axis (Fig. ). The northern rim of the cal-

excavations. In addition, we report the results of a dera is a well-defined steep wall, while the southern

stratigraphic correlation using chemical composi- rim is indistinct because it is covered by historical

tions of the juvenile materials collected at the exca- lava flows.

vation site, and the reported chemical analyses of After the AD eruption, Mt. Vesuvius erupted

historical eruptions (Rosi and Santacroce, ; Rosi repeatedly many times until the AD event, in-

; Ayuso ). cluding two Subplinian events in AD and AD

(e.g., Rolandi ; Arrighi ;

* When this manuscript was almost in the final Principe ). During these eruptions, epiclas-

writing we learned that two articles describing the tic flows such as debris flows occurred numerous

stratigraphy of the deposits within the excavation times (Lirer ).

site had been published independently. The authors The AD Pollena eruption was an intermedi-

of the articles include Drs Perrotta and Scarpati, who ate-scale explosive event in the eruptive history of

frequently visited our excavation site. We o ered Mt. Vesuvius. The first comprehensive study of stra-

them opportunities to make geological observations tigraphy and petrology was reported by Rosi and

at the excavation site, but gave no agreement to the Santacroce ( ). They highlighted some similari-

publication of their observed results without our ties between the AD eruption and other Plinian

permission. Although they described the deposits and Subplinian eruptions of Somma-Vesuvius, all of

fairly precisely, their results contain some flaws. In which are generally characterized by thick, fall de-

addition, they completely neglected the previous posits covered by pyroclastic flow deposits. They

stratigraphic notation adopted by Kaneko also described compositional variations of eruptive

( ), which first described the stratigraphy of the products from phonoli
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trolorenzo ( ) studied the impact of debris the North Wall, the South Wall, the East Wall, and

flows derived from remobilization of the AD fall the West Wall (Fig. ). These walls are divided into

deposits at some archaeological sites near Somma- three parts by two sca olds the lower wall : m

Vesuviana. More recently, a detailed stratigraphic from the floor, the middle wall : . m, and the up-

succession of the AD eruption was reported by per wall : . m (Fig. ). The sca olds at the East

Rolandi ( ) and Sulpizio ( ). They Wall can barely be observed due to the presence of a

also showed isopach maps of each deposit. Accord- wall of the building (Fig. ).

ing to Sulpizio ( ), the first phase was a small The constructions of this villa comprise the

magmatic explosion, which formed a well-vesicu- south gate with tympanum (Fig. e), the Vano (Fig.

lated white pumice fall layer, followed by generation h), which is a small chamber located at the north-

of alternating scoria and ash layers, suggesting the west corner, the east building wall (Fig. d) located

formation of a sustained column. The second phase along the outcrop, pillars of limestone located at the

was an alternation of scoria fall and pyroclastic flow. north side, a mosaic floor on the ground floor, etc.

The final phase was characterized by extensive phre- (Fig. ). These Roman buildings are constructed

ato-magmatic activity as observed in other explosive with stucco-decorated bricks, and some of the

eruptions of Mt. Somma-Vesuvius. ground plates are made of lavas from Mt. Somma-

The AD eruption is an intermediate-scale Vesuvius. Some parts of these buildings had already

explosive event similar to the AD eruption. This become ruins and were scattered as rubble before the

eruption is recorded as a destructive event that killed AD eruption (Kaneko ).

more than , persons (Barberi ). Accord-

ing to Rosi ( ), this eruption began with the

ejection of ash from a lateral vent on the western Kaneko ( ) roughly divided the deposits

flank of Mt. Vesuvius, followed by scoria and lithic burying the villa into three groups Group , Group ,

fallouts from the central vent. After these fallouts, and Group each of which consists of subgroups.

nuees ardentes traveled down to the foot of the vol- For this study, enlargement of the excavation site

cano. The scoria and gravel fallouts dispersed to the allowed us to divide the deposits into five groups

east and northeast of the volcano. After these activi- Group , Group , Group A, Group B, and Group C

ties, extensive lahars and floods struck the radial based on the presence of soil indicating time gaps

valleys of the volcano, as well as the plain to the and lithological di erences. Although the names of

north and northeast. deposits mostly follow Kaneko ( ), we rede-

After the AD eruption, minor explosive and fined some of them. Schematic stratigraphy and

e usive eruptions occurred intermittently for about characters of these deposits are shown in Fig. and

years (AD , , , , , , , or Table , respectively. Complete stratigraphy on the

, , and ), and were followed by a -year four walls is also shown in Fig. . In this section, we

repose until the AD eruption (Principe describe the redefined units.

). Subsequently, e usive eruptions occurred In this study, three types of epiclastic flow

every three to four years until the AD eruption debris flow, mudflow, and fluvial flow are men-

(Arrighi ). tioned. The major di erences among the three types

of deposit are grain-size distributions and sedimen-

tary structures, which are a ected significantly by

The Roman villa in Somma-Vesuviana was built sediment/water ratio during flowage and emplace-

on an alluvial fan that developed at the northern ment (e.g., Lirer ). In this study, the defin-

flank of Mt. Somma (Fig. ), which is located about itions of the three epiclastic flow deposits are as

km from the summit. By , this excavation site follows. The debris flow and the mudflow deposit are

had been enlarged to about m m in width and considered together and named Mf. They are mas-

about m in depth (Fig. ). This rectangular excava- sive with broad distributions of grain size. The

tion trench is surrounded by four walls consisting of matrix is composed of fine ash particles and lithic

layers of volcaniclastic deposits, which are named fragments range in size from a few centimeters to
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Fig. . Plane view of the Roman villa. The Roman architectural structures in this villa are shown in

gray. Dashed lines indicate sca olds erected for the excavation. Detailed explanations of the num-

bered locations are shown in Appendix .

one meter in diameter. The fluvial deposit is named Mf, and G -Df in ascending order (Kaneko

Df, which is a well-stratified bed. It is a well-sorted ). The total thickness of this group is m, which

deposit without cobble gravel. is the thickest among the five groups. Group is

significant because it was the first deposit to cover

the villa, and also buried it to half of its height.

Group consists of three subgroups : G -Af, G -
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Fig. . Stratigraphic section at the excavation site.
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Table - . Characteristics of volcanic and epiclastic flow deposits of Group .

i) G -Af colored fallout deposit composed of scoria (Fig. ),

Kaneko ( ) defined G -Af as one unit. accidental fragments lava, plutonic rocks, and car-

We, however, divided it into eight sub-units based on bonate rocks. The grains are mostly about cm in

lithological di erences. They are named G -Af to size, but on rare occasions reach cm. G -Af is an

G -Af in ascending order (Table ), and the total ash-fall deposit characterized by including accretion-

thickness is about cm. G -Af is a light-colored ary lapilli. G -Af is a planner- to dune-bedded surge

fallout deposit composed of ash, and well-vesiculated deposit, which consists of fine to medium-sized ash

white pumice with an average size of cm (Fig. ). (Appendix - ). G -Af is a silt-sized ash-fall deposit.

G -Af is a yellowish ash-fall deposit. G -Af is a Small fragments of stucco and brick are included in

dark-colored fallout deposit, composed of scoria (Fig. G -Af , G -Af , and G -Af (Appendix - ).

) and a small amount of accidental lithic fragments. G -Af usually covers the remnants and rubble of

The average grain size of scoria is about cm. G -Af the Roman buildings directly, and it occasionally fills

is a dark-colored ash-fall deposit. G -Af is a dark- voids among rubble of building. Around the corner
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Table - . Characteristics of volcanic and epiclastic flow deposits of Group .

Table - . Characteristics of volcanic and epiclastic flow deposits of Group A Group C.

of the East and South Walls, rubble from the demol- G -Af (Appendix - and Appendix - ).

ished building lies to a maximum height of . m One of the important characteristics of G -Af is

(Loc. E , Appendix - ). G -Af , G -Af , and G -Af , that its thickness increases near the building wall.

mainly composed of scoria, fill voids among the rub- Although the average thickness of G -Af is cm, it

ble. The building of Vano (Fig. ) seems to have had reaches up to cm near the wall of Vano at Loc. N

no roof at the time of the AD eruption because (Appendix - ). In particular, G -Af , Af , and Af

the G -Af fall deposits uniformly cover all of the become thick approaching the wall. We can observe

architectural waste such as bricks, plasters, mosaics, similar characteristics around the Apses and the

and shreds, which had buried the original floor of the South Gate. The South Gate is decorated with stucco

villa (Appendix - ). The bricks, stucco, and charcoal and two niches on the northern side (Fig. ). We

are interbedded or included in G -Af , G -Af , and recognized G -Af deposits at both sides of the gate.
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Fig. . Photographs of juvenile fragments collected from the excavation site (a g) and type locality,

Ottaviano (h, i). Black scale bar is cm.

Around its south side, the thickness of G -Af in- rocks. Roman remnants such as statue, brick, and

creases toward the gate to cm (Appendix - ). mosaic are also included. The maximum grain size of

Around its north side, G -Af overlies the floor with the lithic fragments is about cm. This deposit can

average thickness as well as the floors of two niches, be divided into four flow-units (G -Mf , G -Mf , G -

which are semicircular recesses covered by a hemi- Mf , and G -Mf , e.g., Appendix - ) based on flow

spherical vault (Appendix - ). Although the niches boundaries and lithological di erences (Kaneko

face away from Mt. Somma-Vesuvius, the thickness ). The flow boundaries are defined by well-

of G -Af increases towards the interiors of the sorted stratified deposits (Appendix - ). All bounda-

niches. These features imply that G -Af is a pyro- ries are almost horizontal without erosional surfaces,

clastic surge deposit. even near the walls of buildings (the Roman wall ;

ii) G -Mf Appendix - , the wall of Vano ; Appendix - ).

G -Mf is characterized by a consolidated massive This flow deposit buried most of the buildings,

mudflow deposit with a fine matrix. The compo- including pillars and rubble, without causing a col-

nents are fragments of lavas, scoria including AD lapse, and most of the buildings are not damaged, as

juveniles, pumices, plutonic rocks, and carbonate indicated by an overview of the North Wall at Loc.
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N (Appendix - ). It is noteworthy that the pillars stratified layers. Although G -Df has distinctive ero-

had been partially destroyed and striated by the sive structures itself, this deposit did not destroy

mudflows, with the exception of one pillar and a structures such as the wall of Vano (Loc. N , Appen-

large fragment of the demolished building lying near dix - ) and pillars (Loc. N , Appendix - ), as well as

the original position. On the other hand, several G -Mf. G -Df includes rounded lapilli-sized juveniles

large areas of rubble are scattered in the northern of AD and pumices from other Plinian eruptions.

area of the South Gate. Although this rubble seems G -Df is capped by a thin soil layer about cm thick

to be surrounded by G -Mf deposits, the G -Af de- (G -So).

posit covers it directly (Appendix - ). This indicates In this study, G -Df can be divided into two

that G -Mf filled voids among pieces of rubble. flow-units (G -Df and G -Df ) based on lithological

The characteristics of each flow-unit are shown di erences (Appendix - ), which Kaneko ( )

in Table . G -Mf includes a small amount of lithic defined as one debris (fluvial) flow deposit. G -Df ,

fragments, which range from about to cm in the lower deposit, is characterized by a lithic-rich

diameter. These lithic fragments mainly consist of deposit with a layered structure. The components

lavas, although small amounts of scoria, pumices, are fragments of lavas, scoria, carbonate rocks, pum-

carbonate rocks, and plutonic rocks are also in- ices, and plutonic rocks, which range from to cm

cluded. The matrix is composed of medium to fine- in diameter. The matrix is composed of medium to

sized ash particles. G -Mf is characterized by a fine pebble-sized lithic particles. This deposit is

massive deposit with faint lamina. This deposit con- faintly eroded by overlying G -Df , which is a len-

sists of a very small volume of lithic fragments such ticular-shaped and conspicuous low-angle laminated

as lavas, scoria, carbonate rocks, and pumices with deposit. The components are well-sorted medium to

diameters of about cm. The matrix is composed of lapilli-sized particles, which are fragments of lavas,

fine to medium-sized ash particles. G -Mf is charac- scoria, carbonate rocks, and pumices. Grain-size

terized by a massive deposit with a high proportion ranges up to cm in diameter. The matrix is com-

of lithic fragments (about vol. ). The lithic frag- posed of silt to fine pebble-sized particles.

ments are composed of lavas, scoria, and carbonate

rocks with a maximum diameter of cm. Weak Group consists of four ash-fall and scoria-fall

lamination is also recognized. The matrix is com- deposits (G -Af , G -Af , G -Af , and G -Af ), inter-

posed of fine-sized ash particles. G -Mf is a massive bedding one mudflow (G -Mf) and three fluvial flow

deposit with the largest lithic fragments (maximum deposits (G -Df , G -Df , and G -Df ) without soil

size is cm) among the G -Mf flow-units, which are (Fig. ). Although Kaneko ( ) had already

composed of lavas and a small portion of scoria and identified G -Af , G -Mf, G -Af , and G -Df, we newly

carbonate rocks. The matrix is composed of fine- identified G -Af , G -Df , G -Af , and G -Df above

sized ash particles. G -Df. G -Df is re-named G -Df in this study. The

Well-sorted stratified deposits interbedded be- total thickness of Group deposits is generally about

tween each flow-unit of G -Mfs are composed of me- one meter.

dium to coarse-sized sand. These deposits are rich in i) Fall units (G -Af , G -Af , G -Af , and G -Af )

AD juveniles and pumices from other Plinian G -Af is characterized by an alternation of ash-

eruptions. They are characterized by low-angle and scoria-fall deposits with a thickness of about

cross-bedded structures, indicating fluvial flow de- cm (Appendix - ). The lower part is a stratified ash

posits (Appendix - ). In particular, the deposit be- layer, and the upper part is an alternation of ash and

tween G -Mf and G -Mf is the thickest (up to lapilli layers. The upper part is often eroded by the

cm), which is observed at the South Wall and the mudflow associated with the overlying G -Mf de-

West Wall at Loc. W (Appendix - ) continuously. posit at Loc. S (Appendix - ). Juvenile fragments

At the North Wall at Loc. N (Appendix - ), thin are poor-vesiculated aphyric scoria (Fig. ). At Loc.

fluvial deposits are recognized among these G -Mfs. N near the eastern wall of Vano (Appendix - ), G -

iii) G -Df Af and G -Af are thicker than observed at the

G -Df is characterized by well-sorted and well- other sites. This is the same feature as G -Af near the
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wall of Vano (Appendix - ). deposit, whose matrix is composed of medium to fine

G -Af consists of three layers with a total thick- pebble-sized particles (Appendix - ). The lithic frag-

ness of about cm (Appendix - ). The lower and ments are composed of lavas, scoria, carbonate rocks,

upper parts include accretionary lapilli layers ( cm pumices, and plutonic rocks up to cm in size. G -

and cm thick respectively), and the middle part is Df and G -Df are sometimes indiscernible because

a consolidated ash-fall layer ( cm thick). Kaneko of their lithological similarity. When we cannot

( ) did not recognize the upper layer because it distinguish these deposits, we describe them as G -

was often eroded by fluvial flows associated with Df - . At the central part of the South Wall shown at

overlying G -Dfs deposits (Appendix - ). Loc. S S (Appendix - Appendix - ), the under-

G -Af and G -Af are characterized by semi- lying Group deposits are eroded by the flow of G -

consolidated thin ash-fall deposits, each with a thick- Df - with a channel-like structure.

ness of about cm (Appendix - ). They are indis-

cernible except at Loc. S- (Appendix - ) on the Group A consists of a scoria-fall deposit (G A-

South Wall and Loc. E- (Appendix - ) on the East Af, Fig. ), a fluvial flow deposit (G A-Df), and a soil

Wall, where interbedding flow deposits are observed deposit (G A-So) with a total thickness of about

between the two ash-fall deposits. cm. G A-Af occurs as a lenticular-shape deposit with

ii) Flow units (G -Mf, G -Df , G -Df , and G -Df ) a maximum thickness of cm, and is composed of

G -Mf is a consolidated mudflow deposit (Appen- vesiculated black scoria (Appendix - ). This deposit

dix - ). This deposit is a clast-supported conglomer- sometimes has a thickness of more than cm, and

ate. It is composed of rounded or subangular lava the spaces among scoria grains are filled with fine

and scoria fragments of coarse to lapilli size. At Loc. particles. G A-Af on the upper wall of the West Wall

N , G -Af becomes thicker towards the wall of Vano is, on the other hand, not disturbed. The complete

(Appendix - ), and G -Mf buried the topographic sequence of this wall is shown at Loc. W and Loc.

concave formed by G -Af . W (Appendix - and Appendix - ).

G -Df , G -Df , and G -Df are fluvial flow depos- G A-Df is divided into three layers, brown fine-

its characterized by planner- to dune-bedded struc- sand layer, black sand layer with distinctive lamina,

tures. The thicknesses of G -Dfs vary because they and light-brown fine sand layer in ascending order

sometimes form channel structures due to erosion. (Appendix - ). All three layers of G A-Df are charac-

In particular, the fluvial flow of G -Df erodes the terized by the presence of white pumice. Both fine-

underlying Group deposits locally with a maximum sand layers are unconsolidated and massive. They

thickness of m. sometimes grade into G A-So without a clear bound-

G -Df is a semi-consolidated deposit, whose ma- ary. On the other hand, the black sand layer has a

trix is mainly composed of small pebbles and coarse lenticular form, which is characterized by low-angle

sand. The lithic fragments are subangular boulders, sigmoidal structures, including subangular to sub-

cobbles, and coarse pebbles, which are composed of rounded lithic fragments. The lithic fragments are

lavas, scoria, carbonate rocks, pumices, and plutonic composed of lavas and a small volume of scoria. The

rocks. G -Df fills channel-like erosion surfaces, and largest lithic fragment in the black sand layer is

includes fragments of underlying deposits ; G -Mf to cm in diameter, and is observed at Loc. W (Appen-

G -Af at the South Wall as shown at Loc. S S dix - ). The matrix is composed of fine to medium-

(Appendix - Appendix - ) and the West Wall as sized particles.

shown at Loc. W- W- (Appendix - Appendix -

). G -Df flows down from the central part of the Group B consists of G B-Af and G B-So in as-

South Wall to the West Wall, passing the southern cending order. G B-Af is a lenticular-shaped deposit

margin of the building. This deposit shows weak composed of vesiculated black scoria (Fig. ) with a

lamination and an imbrication structure at Loc. W- maximum thickness of cm (Appendix - ). At Loc.

and Loc. W- (Appendix - and Appendix - ). W , this fall deposit had been remobilized locally,

G -Df and G -Df have similar lithological char- and sometimes has lamina with a purplish fine-sized

acteristics. Both are characterized by a lithic-rich matrix (Appendix - ). G B-So is characterized by

et al.
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both an orange-colored matrix and the presence of posed of zoned greenish clinopyroxene. G B-Af sco-

well-vesiculated scoria (Appendix - ). ria contains coarse colorless clinopyroxene, fine

greenish pyroxene, biotite, and leucite phenocrysts.

G C-Af consists of alternating scoria-fall and Leucite also occurs as microlites. G C-Af scoria con-

ash-fall layers, and an overlying ash-fall layer with a tains colorless and greenish clinopyroxene, biotite,

total thickness of about cm (Appendix - ). The leucite, plagioclase, and K-feldspar phenocrysts.

lower layers are only about cm thick. These depos- They are characterized by greenish clinopyroxene

its are observed well at the North Wall at Loc. N microlites with distinctive oscillatory zoning.

Loc. N (Appendix - Appendix - ), but are eroded Samples of AD fall deposits in Ottaviano,

by overlying mudflows or plowed furrows artificially which consist of one scoria-fall unit and overlying

shown at Loc. W and Loc. W (Appendix - and ash-fall units including a surge-like layer, were col-

Appendix - ). The scoria layer of G C-Af includes lected from lower, middle, and upper layers of the

poor-vesiculated juveniles, lavas, carbonate rocks, scoria-fall unit. Scoria from the lower layer is com-

and plutonic rocks. The juvenile fragments are rich posed of light-colored grains with the same mineral

in crystals and clinopyroxene microlites in hand assemblage as G -Af scoria. The petrographical

specimens (Fig. ). features of the scoria from the middle and upper

layers are also similar to those of G -Af and G -Af

deposits.

AD scoria were collected from lower and

Juvenile materials of air-fall deposits (G -Af, G - upper parts of a thin scoria-fall layer at Ottaviano.

Af , G -Af , G A-Af, G B-Af, and G C-Af, Fig. ) were These juveniles are characterized by a porphyritic

selected for chemical analyses. Air-fall scoria of Sub- texture and greenish clinopyroxene micropheno-

plinian eruptions (AD and AD ) from type crysts with oscillatory zoning. Phenocrysts are col-

locality (Ottaviano, Fig. ) were also analyzed for orless and greenish clinopyroxene, biotite, leucite,

comparison to estimate the eruption ages of air-fall plagioclase, and K-feldspar. These petrographic fea-

deposits at the excavation site. tures are almost the same as those of G C-Af.

Photographs of typical juvenile fragments col- Whole-rock chemical compositions were meas-

lected from the excavation site and the Ottaviano are ured using a Philips XRF instrument of the

shown in Fig. . Microphotographs of their thin- Earthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo

sections are presented in Fig. . (Appendix ). Analytical methods are described in

G -Af scoria shows a porphyritic texture over Kaneko ( ). Variation diagrams are shown

the entire stratigraphic sequence. G -Af scoria con- in Fig. .

tains greenish clinopyroxene, coarse leucite, biotite G -Af scoria ranges from phonolite (G -Af ) to

and minor garnet, K-feldspar, and davyne pheno- phono-tephrite (G -Af and G -Af ) in the alkali/

crysts. In G -Af scoria, colorless clinopyroxene phe- silica diagram. Whole-rock compositions of G -Af

nocrysts appear in addition to the mineral assem- scoria overlap almost completely with those of the

blage of G -Af scoria, although there are fewer AD deposits at Ottaviano in every chemical com-

greenish clinopyroxene phenocrysts. In G -Af sco- ponent. Moreover, these chemical data form almost

ria, greenish clinopyroxene phenocrysts almost dis- the same compositional trend as those reported for

appear and olivine phenocrysts are rarely recog- the AD eruption (Rosi and Santacroce, ;

nized. Ayuso ). Compared to reported data, our

G -Af scoria contains colorless and greenish data sets of Ottaviano show a wide compositional

clinopyroxene and opaque minerals as phenocrysts, range (SiO . . wt. ) having a more SiO -rich

and biotite and leucite as microphenocrysts. composition than that reported. This SiO -rich end

G A-Af scoria contains coarse zoned clinopyrox- corresponds to the sample from the basal layer at

ene phenocrysts with a glomeroporphyritic texture. Ottaviano. This is probably because our data sets

Rims of the clinopyroxene phenocrysts are com- covering almost all stratigraphic units are more ex-

et al.
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Fig. . Microphotographs (open nicol) of juvenile materials from excavation site (a) (g) and Ottaviano (h) (l).

(a) Light-colored pumice of G -Af with biotite and garnet phenocrysts. (b) Greenish grey scoria of G -Af

with colorless clinopyroxene phenocryst. (c) Dark-colored scoria of G -Af with colorless clinopyroxene and

alkali-feldspar phenocrysts. (d) Light-colored scoria of G -Af with colorless clinopyroxene phenocrysts and

biotite microphenocrysts. (e) Well-vesiculated black scoria of G A-Af containing clinopyroxene phenocryst

with a glomeroporphyritic texture, (f) Well-vesiculated brown scoria of G B-Af with clinopyroxene phe-

nocrysts and cross-shaped leucite microlite. (g) Dark-colored scoria of G C-Af with greenish and colorless

clinopyroxene phenocrysts. Greenish pyroxene phenocrysts show oscillatory zoning. Samples of AD

scoria were collected from (h) lower layer, (i) middle layer, and (j) upper layer. (h) Well-vesiculated light-

colored pumice with biotite and davyne phenocrysts. (i) Greenish grey scoria with greenish clinopyroxene

phenocryst. (j) Dark-colored scoria with colorless clinopyroxene, alkali-feldspar, and biotite phenocrysts.

Samples of AD scoria were collected from (k) lower layer and (l) upper layer. (k) Well-vesiculated light-

colored scoria with biotite, plagioclase, and greenish and colorless clinopyroxene phenocrysts. (l) Dark-colored

scoria with leucite and colorless and greenish clinopyroxene phenocrysts. Greenish pyroxene phenocrysts

show oscillatory zoning. Abbreviation : Bt, biotite ; Grt, garnet ; Cpx, clinopyroxene ; Afs, alkali-feldspar ; Kfs,

K-feldspar ; Pl, plagioclase ; Dvy, davyne ; Lct, leucite.

haustive than those of previous studies. They almost completely coincide with AD de-

Juvenile scoria of G C-Af range from tephritic posits collected from Ottaviano in every chemical

basanite to tephri-phonolite in alkali/silica diagram. component. Moreover, they are also identical to
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Fig. . Harker variation diagrams of juvenile materials of Mt. Somma-Vesuvius. G -Af Closed

diamond, G -Af crisscross, G A-Af open triangle, G B-Af asterisk, G C-Af closed circle, AD

scoria collected from Ottaviano open diamond, AD scoria collected from Ottaviano

cross, AD scoria collected from Ottaviano open circle, AD data reported by Rosi and

Santacroce ( ) grey diamond, AD data reported by Ayuso ( ), AD data

reported by Rosi ( ) grey circle.

those of the AD deposit reported by Rosi

( ), although our data sets for the eruption The compositional and petrographical similari-

show a slightly wider range (SiO . . wt. ) ties discussed above led to the conclusion that the

than the reported data. first volcanic products that covered the villa were

Juveniles of G -Af , G A-Af, and G B-Af are air-fall deposits of the AD eruption. In addition,

classified as phono-tephrite. They are plotted in the G -Af , which is a pyroclastic surge deposit gener-

region between the G -Af and G C-Af trends in the ated during the final phase of the AD , is consis-

alkali/silica diagram. Juveniles of G -Af show a tent with the stratigraphy and isopach maps of the

narrow compositional range that is clearly distin- AD deposits by Sulpizio ( ). This conclu-

guishable from the G -Af and G C-Af trends. It is not sion is consistent with Kaneko ( ).

so convincing that juveniles of G A-Af and G B-Af Lithological and petrological similarities be-

have distinctive compositions because of the small tween the AD deposit reported by Rosi

number analyzed. ( ) and the scoria of G C-Af imply the same origin.

Our chemical analyses of these samples also rein-

force this view. We conclude, therefore, that G C-Af,

et al. et al.
et al.
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Fig. . (Continue)

phono-tephrite field (Fig. , Ayuso ). There-

the topmost deposit in the villa, is a product of the eruption ages of these groups. According to the

AD eruption. chronology of Vesuvius summarized by Principe

Wide and distinctive compositional ranges of ( ), the most proximal moderate-scale eruption

juveniles of the AD and AD deposits allow after AD , which seems to have struck the villa,

us to identify each deposit at the villa. On the other was the AD eruption. Therefore, the deposit of

hand, scoria of other groups are clustered around the Group could be a product of the AD event.

fore, it is di cult to distinguish them composition-

ally. Moreover, frequent eruptions after AD

(Principe ) prevent us from identifying the The results presented in the previous sections

et al.
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al.
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Fig. . (Continue)

ings directly (Fig. ( ) ( )). This presumption is con-

allow us to reconstruct how the villa was buried by sistent with the previous study by Mastrolorenzo

volcanic activities and incidental events. E ects on ( ), in which the presence of many ruined Ro-

the buildings of the emplacement of fall and flow man buildings at some other excavation sites in Som-

deposits are also discussed. Models of burial pro- ma Vesuviana overlain by the AD deposit were

cesses are summarized in several graphics (Fig. ). interpreted to be as a consequence of a steep decline

of the Roman Empire in this area.

The villa had been ruined to some extent before At the beginning of the AD eruption, air-fall

AD because the first deposit of the AD erup- deposits of G -Af covered the villa, and then a surge

tion (G -Af) covered the demolished Roman build- struck it. Following emplacement of G -Af, continu-

ous epiclastic flows occurred (G -Mf and G -Df, Fig.

et

al.
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Fig. . (Continue)
Fig. . Burial processes of the Roman villa. ( ) Be-

fore the AD eruption the Roman villa in Som-

ma Vesuviana was already in ruins. ( ) The AD

eruption began and the ruins of the Roman villa

were covered with scoria and ash falls. ( )

Pyroclastic surge occurred at the final stage of the

AD eruption, and covered the villa. ( ) After

the AD eruption, mudflows struck the villa. ( )

Following their deposition, the area was washed by

a fluvial flow. Finally, epiclastic flows covered

more than half of the Roman villa to a thickness of

about m. ( ) During a quiet period after the AD

eruption, about cm of soil formed. ( ) The

next eruption began and ash-fall covered the villa.

After its deposition, epiclastic flows and eruptions

occurred alternately. The epiclastic flows covered

or eroded the underlying deposits. ( ) After the

depositions of Group , three eruptions occurred and

covered the villa. Finally, the Roman villa was

completely covered by deposits (Group Group C).

Their total thickness is about m.

( ) ( )), and buried half of the Roman villa to a

thickness of about meters.

The air-fall deposits generally cover the villa to a

thickness of about cm, but near the walls of build-

ings and voids among pieces of rubble, the air-fall

deposits become thicker than at other sites (Appen-

dix - ). The thickness of the air-fall deposits beside

walls is probably caused by slip down along the

ruined wall of building, with accumulations as re-

ported for Pompeii (Luongo ). The air-fall

deposits in voids among pieces of rubble are com-

posed only of scoria grains of G -Af, indicating that

they have rolled down the rubble and filled the voids.

Contrary to the other G -Af fall deposits, the G -Af
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Fig. . (Continue)

scattered rubble without causing destruction. This

suggests that these flows did not have destructive

dynamic pressures. Contrary to G -Mfs, the flow of

G -Df is considered to have a low sediment/water

ratio because the grain-size is relatively small, strati-

fied faces are recognized, and sorting is better. The

G -Df flow did not have enough power to destroy the

buildings because we could not find any damaged

architectural structures as was the case with G -

Mfs. After a short dormant period suggested by the

thin soil layer (G -So), the next eruption (Group )

occurred.

During the period, four eruptions occurred (G -

Af , G -Af , G -Af , and G -Af ), and each was fol-

lowed by epiclastic flows (G -Mf and G -Dfs). These

eruptions are considered to be phreato-magmatic be-

cause their deposits are characterized by either or

both a consolidated matrix and the presence of accre-

tionary lapilli. Because soil deposits are not embed-

ded by these ash-fall deposits (Fig. ( )), the erup-

tions should have occurred successively with very

short (if any) dormant periods.

surge covered the villa unevenly with a dune-like Contrary to the relatively nonviolent flow that

structure having low-angle lamina. It had settled to deposited G -Df, debris flows during the deposition

a remarkable thickness at the corners of the Roman of Group eroded and entrained the underlying de-

buildings (Appendix - , Appendix - ). It is consid- posits to various extents. G -Df , especially, had

ered that the surge was a highly turbulent flow formed a large-scale channel of up to m in depth,

having some horizontal velocity because it could which is the deepest channel at the excavation site.

enter the roofed niches facing away from Mt. Vesu- Therefore, these fluvial flows could have had enough

vius (Appendix - ). As at Pompeii, inhomogeneous power to make scours. However, they did not de-

emplacement could reflect a temporary reduction of stroy any Roman architecture in spite of their high

kinetic energy within the depositional system due to dynamic pressures. The G -Df flow passed from the

local losses of mass and velocity after a series of re- South Wall (Appendix - ) to the West Wall (Appen-

peated impacts on the buildings (Luongo ). dix - ).

Although the time gap between the eruption and

the occurrence of epiclastic flows is not estimated During the period, the products of three erup-

quantitatively, the Roman villa had been struck by tions covered the villa (G A-Af, G B-Af, and G C-Af).

at least four mudflows and two debris flows. The There are assumed to have been some quiescent

flows of G -Mf are assumed to have had a higher periods between eruptions because of the presence of

sediment/water ratio than those of G -Df because relatively thick interbedding soil deposits. The exis-

block or boulder-sized coarse particles are heavily tence of intercalated epiclastic flow deposits (G A-Df)

included, massive faces are dominant, and sorting is among fall deposits also suggests occasional floo-

relatively poor (e.g., Lirer ). The bounda- ding. During this period, destruction of the Roman

ries of the G -Mf deposits are almost horizontal with- building did not occur because the villa had been

out an erosional surface, indicating that the speed of almost buried by deposits of Group and Group

each mudflow was low. Moreover, epiclastic materi- (Fig. ( )). The total thickness of Group deposits is

als engulf architectural structures such as pillars and about m.
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Arrighi, S., Principe, C., and Rossi, M., , Violent strombo-

lian and subplinian eruptions at Vesuvius during post-

activity. , .

Ayuso, R., Vivo, B. D., Rolandi, G., Seal, R. R. , and Paone,

A., , Geochemical and isotopic (Nd-Pb-Sr-O) varia-

tions bearing on the genesis of volcanic rocks from

Vesuvius, Italy. , .

Barberi, F., Cioni, R., Rosi, M., Santacroce, R., Sbrana, A., and

Vecci, R., , Magmatic and phreato-magmatic phases

in explosive eruptions of Vesuvius as deduced by grain-

sized and component analysis of the pyroclastic depos-

its. , .

Cioni, R., Santacroce, R., and Sbrana, A., , Pyroclastic

deposits as a guide for reconstructing the multi-stage

evolution of the Somma-Vesuvius Caldera.

, .

Kaneko, T., Nakada, S., Yoshimoto, M., Fujii, T., Yasuda, A.,

Yoneda, M., and Aoyagi, M., , Determination of

burial age of the Augustus villa (Italy).

G A-Af and G B-Af are thought to be products villa was completely covered by these deposits to a

of the Strombolian eruption. As we discussed in a thickness of about m. The lack of damage to the

previous section, G C-Af is the deposit of the AD villa resulted from the very low dynamic pressures

eruption. As in the case of the AD eruption, the of the epiclastic flows that formed G -Mf and G -Df

AD eruption is evaluated as one of the most deposits. The flow of G -Df produced flow channels

violent and destructive events in the recent history on pre-existing deposits, however, it did little dam-

of Mt. Vesuvius. However, its impact on the north- age to the villa because it did not pass over the

ern foot of Mt. Vesuvius should be much smaller buildings. As a result, the excavated villa was in

than the AD eruption (Rosi ). good condition.

Contrary to the frequent occurrence of epiclastic In addition, we did chemical analyses of consid-

flows during the periods of Group and Group , only erable amounts of juvenile materials discerned at

a single epiclastic flow was recognized in Group the villa. Petrological characteristics with lithology

depositions. This might suggest that the consoli- showed that the last impact on this villa was the

dated ash deposits had not formed until the deposi- sub-plinian eruption in AD . Moreover, detailed

tion of G C-Af. Because consolidated ash deposits chemical analyses revealed that the compositions of

have low permeability to rainwater, it might easily juveniles of the AD and AD deposits had

cause a mudflow or a fluvial flow (AD eruption ; more compositional variations than those of reported

Rosi , AD eruption ; Mastrolorenzo data.

).
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between deposit and building, the burial process is as

follows. The villa had already been demolished be-

fore the AD eruption. When the AD eruption

began, ash-fall and surge deposits covered it. After

the eruption, several epiclastic flows struck the villa.

Finally, flow deposits covered more than half of the

villa to a thickness of about m. After a short dor-

mant period, the next eruption began and an air-fall

deposit covered Group . After deposition, epiclastic

flows and eruptions occurred alternately. G -Df

formed a deep flow-channel up to m without pass-

ing over the buildings. During the period of Group ,

three eruptions occurred and the deposits covered

the villa. Between the eruptions of G A-Af and G

B-Af, a fluvial flow occurred without associated phre-

ato-magmatic eruptions. The AD eruption was

the last event to a ect the site. Finally, the Roman
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Appendix - . Photograph and sketch showing the relationships among volcanic products and epiclastic flow

deposits, and a variety of archaeological structures at the South Wall (Appendix - Appendix - ). G -Af,

which consists of eight layers, covers rubble of the building. G -Mf is eroded, and G -Df fills the channel-like

structure at the lower wall.
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Appendix - . Channel-like structure at the middle wall. G -Mf, G -Df, G -So, G -Af , G -Mf, and G -Af are

eroded. G -Df fills the eroded sections, and is covered by G -Af - . The lower boundary between G -Mf and

G -Df forms a horizontal surface.
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Appendix - . Succession of Group deposits at the middle wall. G -Af comprises stratified ash layers covered

by alternating ash and scoria layers. G -Af comprises fall deposit including accretionary lapilli interbedding a

consolidated ash deposit (about cm). G -Af is eroded by G -Df - .
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Appendix - . G -Mf and G -Df with a channel-like structure at the middle wall. G -Af is eroded by G -Mf.

G -Mf, G -Af , G -Df , and G -Af are eroded, and the channel is filled by G -Df . G -Df shows stratification.

et al.
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Appendix - . Succession of Group deposits composed of ash fall layers (G -Af , G -Af , and G -Af ) and Group

deposits at the upper wall. G -Af and G -Af are recognized at this site.
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Appendix - . Succession of Group deposits at the upper wall. G A-Df is divided into three parts at this site.

Dark grey layer showing stratification corresponding to the middle part is clearly distinguished from the other

deposits of Group . G A-So (or Df) includes pumice (about . cm in diameter), but G B-So includes scoria

(about . cm). G B-Af is observed as lenticular deposits between G A-So and G B-So. G C-Af is recognized as

a massive ash deposit about cm in thickness.

et al.
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Appendix - . Photograph and sketch showing relationships among volcanic products and associated epiclastic

flow deposits and a variety of archaeological structures at the West Wall (Appendix - Appendix - ). The

Group deposits succession is eroded, and the channel is filled by G -Df . Note that the fluvial layer, inter-

bedded at the boundary between the sub-groups of G -Mf in this site is the thickest in the villa.
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Appendix - . Succession of Group and Group continues from Appendix - . The thickness of the upper unit

of G -Df decreases towards the north. The lower unit (G -Df ) apparently diverges into two parts toward the

down current.
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Appendix - . The boundary of G -Df at the middle wall at the southern side. This photograph was taken in

. G -Df is eroded, and the channel is filled by G -Df - . G -Df and G -Df - show stratified structures, but

G -Mf shows massive facies.

et al.
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Appendix - . Photograph and sketch showing the relationships among volcanic products and associated epi-

clastic flow deposits and a variety of archaeological structures at the East Wall (Appendix - Appendix - ).

Successions of Group and Group deposits at the East Wall partially cover the wall of the building to a height

of about m. G -Af covers rubble of the building. We can recognize the whole series of Group deposits in this

site.
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Appendix - . Succession from G -Df to G -Af at the middle wall. The structures of G -Af and G -Af are well

observed. G -Af consists of ash dominant part and overlying scoria-rich part. G -Af consists of accretionary

lapilli layer and interbedding consolidated ash layer.
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Appendix - . Succession of Group deposits at the upper wall. Note that G A-Af and G B-Af deposits are not

recognized at this site. G C-Af consists of two parts : the alternating scoria and ash layers and the overlying

massive ash layer with accretionary lapilli.
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Appendix - . The stair built during the AD excavation at the upper wall. This photograph was taken in

. Note that G -Af is not recognized near the wall of this villa.
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Appendix - . Photograph and sketch showing the relationships among volcanic products, epiclastic flow de-

posits, and variety of archaeological structures at the North Wall (Appendix - Appendix - ). This is an

overview of the North Wall. The archaeological structures such as pillars, Roman wall, and demolished mono-

lithic wall of the villa are covered by volcanic products and epiclastic flow deposits.
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Appendix - . Occurrence of G -Af near the wall of Vano . Total thickness of G -Af increases towards the wall

facing east, and the thickest part is about cm.
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Appendix - . G -Af and G -Mf deposits at the lower wall. Each flow-unit of G -Mf has di erent amounts and

maximum sizes of lithic. The thin fluvial deposits are interbedded between each flow-unit. These fluvial de-

posits show weakly stratified layers with dune.
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Appendix - . G -Df, G -Af , and G -Mf deposits near the western wall of Vano at the middle wall. Note that

the thickness of G -Af does not change in contrast to the eastern wall of Vano (see Appendix - ).
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Appendix - . Photograph and sketch showing the relationships among volcanic products and epiclastic flow

deposits and a variety of archaeological structures inside Vano . G -Af deposit covers the scattered rubble and

plaster of the Roman villa. The maximum size of these artificial objects is about cm. Note that small pieces

are also included among the deposits of G -Af and G -Af .
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Appendix - . Occurrence of G -Af deposit inside Vano . G -Af deposit covers scattered rubble and plaster.

Thickness of G -Af does not increase towards the inside wall of Vano in contrast to the outside wall (see

Appendix - ). Note that small pieces of rubble and plaster are included among the deposits of G -Af , G -Af ,

G -Af , and G -Af . The amounts of rubble increase towards the wall (see and compare with Appendix - ).
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and plaster are interbedded in G -Af and G -Af . The thick-
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Appendix - . Occurrence of G -Af in the niche attached to

the South Gate. This niche faces north. Note that rubble

ness of G -Af increases towards the inside of the niche.
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Appendix . Stratigraphic comparison between this study and Perrotta ( a, b).
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